
Term 2 (Half Term 3 and Half Term 4) Shape, Space and Measure SET 3 Y9 HEGARTY MATHS

TOPICS HOURS: 42 (CLIP NUMBERS)

Shape, Space and Measure (38 hours)
Area

Recap how to calculate the area of rectangles and triangles Clip 554, 557

Recap how to calculate the area of compound shapes containing triangles and rectangles Clip 555

Circles

Recap what the parts of a circle are Clip 320

Recap the formulae for area and circumference of a circle, extend to giving answers in terms of Pi. Clip 534,539

Solve worded problems involving the area and circumference of  circles Clip 535,540

Angle properties

Recap how to calculate angles on a straight line, angles around a point, vertically opposite angles, angles in triangles and quadrilaterals Clip 478.479,480,485,487

Recap what alternate, corresponding and co-interior angles are Clip 481,482,483

Solve geometric reasoning problems involving the use of angle properties including angles in parallel lines Clip 490,491

Constructing equations

Construct equations to solve problems involving shape, e.g angles are 2x, 3x, 4x find the smallest angle 2 N/A

Pythagoras

Know the formula for Pythagoras' theorem and use to find the hypotenuse and a shorter side 4 Clip 498,499

Volume

Recap how to calculate the volume of a cube and cuboid Clip 568,569

Calculate the volume of L-shaped prisms Clip 570

Converting Units 

Understand which units are metric units Clip 691

Convert between metric units Clip 692-699

Similar Shapes

Understand what it means for shapes to be 'similar' Clip 608,611

Find missing lengths of similar shapes Clip 608,611

Construction 

Construct a circle of a given radius N/A

Construct the perpendicular bisector of a line segment Clip 660

Bisect a given angle Clip 661

Scale drawings and maps

Use scales on maps and diagrams to work out lengths and distances. 2 Clip 865

Compound Measures 

Recognise and use the speed, distance and time formula Clip 716,717,718

Use unit pricing to solve best buy problems Clip 763,764

Transformations

Understand the definition of congruence and be able to identify which shapes are congruent Clip 680,681

Identify lines of symmetry in 2d shapes Clip 827

Reflect shapes in horizonal, vertical and diagonal mirror lines Clip 639

Translate shapes from worded description and from vector notation Clip 638

Rotate shapes Clip 648,649

Enlarge shapes where the scale factor is a positive whole number (no centre of enlargment) Clip 645

REVISION FOR END OF TERM TEST (4 hours) 4
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